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Abstract 
The time-averaged, daylight fractional statistical cloud coverages as a function of cloud 

optical thickness and selected values of cloud transmission were determined for various geo- 
graphic areas using D1 data from the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP). 
The regions of interest chosen for this report are: global earth, global sea, global land, global 
coast, and the six 30"-latitude bands over sea, over land, and over coast with longitude 
0" - 360". 
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1 Introduction 
This report presents cloud coverage statistics for various geographic regions as a function of 

cloud optical thickness. This statistical information is deduced from data determined from satel- 
lite measurements of terrestrial, atmospheric and cloud properties by the International Satellite 
Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) [l]. In particular our results are based on the ISCCP D1 data 
base, which is briefly described in Sec .  2. The technical definitions of the specific cloud statistics 
reported here are given in Sec. 3, and the results of our analysis are presented graphically in Sec. 
4. This information is useful for assessing the statistical capabilities of satellite-based optical sen- 
sors with regard to imaging and detecting optical signals beneath clouds. 

2 Description of the ISCCP D1 Data Base 
The ISCCP B3 radiance database evolves from the analysis of satellite radiometric data [2, 

Fig. 1.2, p. 31. “The original radiance data represent measurements over fields-of-view (FOV) 
ranging from 4 to 7 km in size at nadir (pixels); however, the Stage B3 data are sampled to a spac- 
ing of about 25 - 30 km. Although navigation accuracy may be higher for some satellites, overall 
accuracy is confirmed to be about +25 km. The analysis to determine clear radiances uses the 
sampled data mapped to 25 km resolution; hence, we consider the smaller individual image pixels 
to represent a sample of the distribution of surface and cloud conditions over this larger spatial 
scale. Although the variability of surfaces and clouds is generally smaller at such small scales 
than at scales greater than approximately 100 km (Seze and Rossow [3,4]), all pixel-level quanti- 
ties are treated as having a certain amount of intrinsic variation about an average value represent- 
ing the spatial domain of approximately 25 krn in size. In any case, the cloud detection tests and 
radiative analysis are applied to the original image pixels, so we will continue to refer to the 
smallest unit of data as a pixel, whether it is the original image [4 - 7 km] pixel or the small 25 km 
domains from the mapped images.” [5, p. 581 

The ISCCP DX database is derived from the satellite B3 radiance data together with the TV 
and IS datasets [5, p. 551. The physical values contained within the DX database are assigned to 
surface map pixels measuring about 30 km [5, Fig. 3.4, p. 551 with a time resolution of 3 hours. 

Each ISCCP D 1 data file contains global atmospheric cloud data for one day. The time reso- 
lution of this data is 3 hours, and the spatial resolution is 280 x 280 km2. For each of the eight 3- 
hour time slots and for each of the 6596 fixed equal-area ISCCP grid map cells measuring approx- 
imately 280 x 280 km2, there are 202 data items. The values for various physical parameters 
within the D1 database are produced by merging and averaging 3-hour7 30-km pixel data from the 
DX database [5, p. 2,43,55]. Various physical quantities within the DX data base are based on 
satellite measurements over earth-pixel dimensions of 4 - 7 km having a location accuracy of 
approximately 30 km. At least 20 DX-pixel sample values that geographically overlap a selected 
280-km D1 cell are used to determine the mean value, standard deviation, etc. of the correspond- 
ing physical parameters within the D1 data set [ S ,  p. 451. 

The available data presently spans the years 1986 through 1994. This data is available at 
web sites hn-p.-//isccp.giss.nasa.gov/ and http://eosweb.larc.nasa.govHPDOCS/ along with exten- 
sive user documentation, programs for the extraction of data from the data files, and references to 
numerous scientific studies related to the understanding and interpretation of the satellite data 
from which the D1 and other data sets are evolved. 
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The D-series is a revised and improved version of the C-series data. In particular, the D1- 
series reflects improved detection of cirrus clouds over land, polar detection of clouds over ice 
and snow surfaces, and improved detection of low clouds at high latitudes. Particularly relevant to 
this study is the extension of the range of cloud optical thicknesses from approximately 120 to 
378. Other improvements are noted in the documentation [5, p. 21. 
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2.1 Selected D l  Data Items 
The byte numbers of the physical items extracted from the D1 data base for the purposes of 

this study are summarized in Table 1. The complete list of items in the D1 data base is given in 
reference 5, p. 19. Items number 13,93,98, 100, and 105 in Table 1 are based in part on infrared 
(IR) measurements at 11 microns. Other radiance measurements are at 3.7 microns (near infrared, 
NIR) and 0.6 microns (visible, VIS) [5, Table 2.5.4, p. 361. Examination of D1 data indicates that 
item 92 is the average of items 93,94, and 95; and item 99 is the average of items 100, 101, and 
102 where items 94 (101) are IR-only-cloud pixels and items 95 (102) are NIR-only-cloudy pix- 
els. Only the IR D1 data include the mean and standard deviation; other D1 data consist of only 
mean values. Unless stated otherwise, the various graphs presented in this report are based on our 
analysis of the IR D1 data. A comparison between the IR cloudy data and the cloudy data is made 
in Sec. 4. 

Table 1: Sample of items from the ISCCP D1 data base. 

Hour, UTC (00,03,06, ..., 21), Data Record Prefix 
The date is implicit in the file name. 

latitude (equal-area and equal-angle) 

Byte Number 
(1 - 202) I 

- 

12 number of cloudy pixels 

13 number of IR cloudy pixels 

Description 

r 
92 

93 

mean tau (albedo) for cloudy pixels 

mean tau (albedo) for IR cloudy pixels 

I 2 I longitude (equal-area) 

98 

99 

~ 

day/night/land/sea/coast 

sigma-tau (albedo) for IR cloudy pixels 

mean tau (water path) for cloudy pixels 

total number of pixel measurements I 11 I 

100 

105 

mean tau (water path) for IR cloudy pixels 

sigma tau (water path) for IR cloudy pixels 
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2.2 Hour, Latitude, Longitude 
Each 202-data set contains data for a specific date, implicit in the name of the D1 file, the 

nominal time (to within k1.5 hours of the nominal UTC times 00,03, ..., 21), the latitude and lon- 
gitude of the center position of a 280 kilometer equal-area cell [5, p. 161. 

2.3 Day, Night, Land, Sea, Coast 
The integer in byte number 6 indicates, for example, a day-land or night-coast combination 

that characterizes that particular 202-data set. Because of the nature of the optical cloud measure- 
ments, cloud optical thickness values are restricted to local daylight hours [5,  p. 201. Parameters 
restricted to daylight values necessarily include 0.6 micron (VIS) measurement data [5, p. 451. 

A cell is defined to be a land cell if it overlaps earth surface containing at least 65% land; a 
sea cell overlaps earth surface with less than 35% land; cells with between 35 and 65% land are 
defined to be coastal [5, p. 451. The statistical results in this report are for daylight over sea, land 
and/or coast. 

2.4 Cloud Coverage 
The cloud coverage as defined in this paper is the ratio of the number of cloudy IR pixels 

(byte number 13) to the total number of pixels (byte number 11) [5, p. 451. The determination of 
cloudy IR pixels begins with the analysis of the 4 - 7 km pixel B3 data [5, p. 621. “Cloudy condi- 
tions are defined by those radiances that are sufficiently different from the clear values in any 
spectral channel” [5, p. 56,591. 

2.5 Cloud Optical Thickness 
The ISCCP cloud models are based on two microphysical models: one for water droplet 

clouds and one for ice crystal clouds [5, p. 471. The most basic physical characteristic of any 
cloud is its (columnar) water content. The second feature that characterizes the optical properties 
of a cloud is the dimensions of the water droplets or ice crystals. In the case of the liquid water 
droplet model, ISCCP characterizes all cloud water droplets by spheres having a size distribution 
described by a gamma distribution with an effective mean radius of 10 microns and an effect vari- 
ance of 0.15 [5, p. 471. Knowing the cloud water density and geometrical thickness, the cloud 
optical thickness can be calculated [6, p. 19, Eq. 113. The cloud optical thickness is given by 

Acloud 

(’scatter) * 

‘ t =  

where Acloud is the geometrical thickness of the cloud and { dscatter) is the mean photon scatter- 
ing distance between cloud water droplets. In the ISCCP model, ice crystals are characterized as 
random fractal shapes (practically all natural ice crystals are hexagonal in shape [7,8]) with a -2 
power law size distribution from 20 to 50 microns giving an effective radius of 30 microns and an 
effective variance of 0.10 [5, p. 471. In the case of the NASA cloud models, (d,,,,,,,) ranges 
approximately from 15 to 110 meters depending upon the cloud type [6, p. 191. 

Cloud optical thickness (also referred to as tau, z or COT) is proportional to the geometrical 
thickness of a cloud. The cloud optical thickness unit length is the photon mean scattering dis- 
tance for photons of wavelength 600 nanometers scattered by the cloud water particulates [5, p. 
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471. At 600 nm atmospheric absorption is minimal so that the extinction coefficient is essentially 
equal to the scattering coefficient. This 600 nrn wavelength is not be confused with the wave- 
lengths of the radiance measurements, e. g. IR, NIR, VIS which determine cloud albedo or water 
content from which cloud optical thickness or tau values at 600 nm are determined [5, p. 47,781. 
Because half of the scattering cross section is due to strong forward scattering arising from dif- 
fraction by the water particulates [9, 1071, one can “see through” thin clouds. 

A cloud optical thickness value should be consistent with a cloud’s albedo and its water con- 
tent. The cloud optical thickness given by byte number 93 is consistent with the average cloud 
albedo. The albedo cloud optical thickness is obtained by averaging individual 30-kilometer pixel 
tau values with non-linear weights so as to preserve the average cloud albedo [5, p. 471. The mean 
water path for cloudy pixels in byte number 100 is expressed in terms of the water path cloud 
optical thickness. The mean cloud water-path content is (approximately) equal to the cloud optical 
thickness (tau-wp, unitless number) times a constant of proportionality. For liquid water clouds, 
this constant is 6.292 gramslmetefl, and for ice clouds it is 10.500 grams/mete? [5, p. 471. The 
water-path cloud optical thickness is determined by a linear average of pixel tau values [5, p. 471. 
Statistics for both the tau water path (tau-wp) and the tau albedo (tau-a) are presented in Sec. 4.1 
and Sec. 4.2, respectively. 

Steve Gentry [lo] and Ray Ostensen [ l l ]  have pointed out that a significant problem can 
arise in attempting to deduce the probability distribution of clouds as a function of cloud optical 
thickness from the ISCCP D1 database. Because the cloud optical thicknesses are the average of 
individual tau values associated with 4 - 7 krn pixel measurements contained within a 280-km 
cell, there is significant variation in tau values that can be lost particularly for nonuniform clouds 
if only the mean tau values are considered. Gentry [lo] suggested this information might be 
recovered statistically by taking into consideration the standard deviation associated with, for 
example, the mean cloudy IR tau value (see Table 1). These effects are taken into consideration in 
our statistical analysis (Sec. 3). 

3 Cloud Statistics 

3.1 Q Data Matrix 
A 3-dimensional data matrix Qi, j ,  k is defined from which all of the cloud statistical distri- 

butions presented in this report are determined. The index i denotes a cell location, indexj denotes 
a date and time, and index k denotes one of the 244 tau values ( z k  with discrete values 0.00,0.02, 
0.04, 0.06, 0.09, 0.11, 0.14, ... , 10.59, 10.78, 10.97, ... , 92.02, 96.40, 101.01, ... , 282.78, 
323.92,378.65) for this cell and time. We also know for any given cell location as specified by the 
value of i the dominant surface type (daylight-sea, etc.). The value assigned to Qj,  j ,  k is defined to 
be 

wi, j ,  kci, j e, j ,  k = 243 9 

*’k wi, j ,  I 
I =  1 

where 
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and z k  is the upper cloud optical thickness for the kth bin. Division by Azk makes Qi k a differ- 
ential distribution which can subsequently be integrated over z . These values of zk are defined in 
the C and Fortran computer codes used to read the D1 data files. (The systematic fluctuations in 
the dashed curve in Figure 1, Figure 19, and Figure 20 are due to the truncation of zk to an accu- 
racy of 0.01 in these computer codes.) That fraction of the geographic cell i at timej, Ci , j ,  that is 
covered by clouds is defined by us to be 

, ,  

[ Num be rCloudy ( IR)  Pixe Is] i, - 
C i , j  - [ TotaENumberPixels] i, (4) 

The terms in the numerator and denominator are given in the DI database (Table 1). The parame- 
ter Wi, j ,  k is a weighting factor. For example, if Qi, j ,  k were based on only the mean cloud optical 
thickness values, then Wi k would be equal to 1 if zk - c zmean I zk else Wk would be equal to 
0; this approach applies only to uniform cloud coverage. In order to account for variations in 
cloud optical thickness within the 280-km cell, we assume that the distribution in cloud optical 
thicknesses can be represented statistically by a gaussian distribution 

f t  

sigma 
zi, 
given by 

is the standard deviation in cloud optical thickness associated with cell i at time j and is 

sigma - sigma, upper value of bin sigma, lower value of bin xi, j - (‘t i , j+z i, j ) / 2 .  

mean 
zi,j is the mean cloud optical thickness associated with cell i at timej and is given by 

mean mean, upper value of bin mean, lower value of bin xi, j = (7 i , j +  7 i, j ) / 2 .  (7) 

Values for these parameters can be obtained from the D1 database (Table 1). The e$(x) function is 
defined as usual in terms of the normal (gaussian) distribution where 
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The integral expression on the left goes to 1 in the limit as X goes to infinity; CJ is the standard 

deviation in Eq. (8). In Eq. (2) is a normalization term which preserves the total area 

under the differential curve independent of the distribution function chosen for Wi, j ,  k . 

a specific cell location, time, and cloud optical thickness (i,j,k). 

243 

Wi,j ,  
1 =  1 

Physically, the Q-matrix is interpreted to indicate the statistical fractional cloud coverage for 

3.2 Differential Fractional Cloud Coverage Distribution 
The term Fregiun( zk )  - ATk is defined to be the time-averaged fractional coverage over the 

where Fregiun(zk) is geographic region by clouds of optical thickness between zk and zk- 
given by 

i j  

and N is the number of i,j cells containing valid D1 data. The index values i selected for inclusion 
in the summation correspond to those cells contained within a particular geographic region (e.g. 
global sea, land, coastal, or defined geographic areas). The regions of interest chosen for this 
report are: global earth, global sea, global land, global coast, and the six 30" -latitude bands over 
sea, land, or coast with longitude 0" - 360". Since weather to a first approximation is cyclical, 
Fregiun(Zk) is expected to become invariant with time as the number of years of data over which 
Freg iun(~k)  is time-averaged increases. For the purposes of this report the index j extends over 
all daylight time periods within 1990 to 1993. Four years of data gives well-converged values of 

3.3 Integral Fractional Cloud Coverage Distribution 
The integral distribution Iregion(z) of FregiUn(7) given by 

7 

is defined to be the time-averaged fractional coverage over the geographic region by clouds of 
optical thickness less than z . Numerically, Iregion(z) has high resolution for small cloud optical 
thicknesses (e.g. see Figure 5). In the limit as z goes to infinity, Iregion(z) goes to a value less 
than 1 corresponding to that fraction of the region covered by clouds of all optical thicknesses. 

The integral distribution Jregion(7) of Fregion(7) given by 
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is defined to be the time-averaged fractional coverage over the geographic region by clouds of 
optical thickness greater than z. Numerically, Jregion(z) has high resolution for large cloud 
optical thicknesses (e.g. see Figure 6). In the limit as z goes to zero, Jregion(7)  goes to a value 
less than 1 corresponding to that fraction of the region covered by clouds of all optical thick- 
nesses. 

These methods in conjunction with D1 data can be used to define the cloud statistics for any 
geographic region and time period. 

3.4 Effects of Variations in Cloud Optical Thickness within Cells 
The difference in Fregion(7) , Iregjon(2) , and Jregion(7) depending upon whether one 

assumes a uniform mean cloud optical thickness within each cell or a gaussian distribution in 
cloud optical thicknesses within each cell is now demonstrated. For the purposes of this compari- 
son, we use D1 data for cloudy R pixels (byte number 13) and the mean and sigma water paths 
(tau-values) for IR cloudy pixels (byte numbers 100 and 105, respectively). Evaluation of 
Fregion(z) , Iregjon(z) , and .Iregion(%) was done for global earth averaged over 4 years. 

The results are shown in Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure 3, and Figure 20 and indicate that there is 
a significant difference in the cloud statistics depending upon whether one assumes a uniform 
optical cloud thickness within each cell (dotted line) or a gaussian distribution of cloud optical 
thicknesses (solid line) as specified by the standard deviation in tau for that respective cell. The 
statistical variation in cloud optical thickness enhances Fregion(z) , I r e g i o n ( ~ )  , and Jregion(7)  

for tau values less than approximately 5 and greater than approximately 30. The enhancement 
increases with increasing tau so that at a tau value of 200, the enhancement is an order of magni- 
tude as shown in Figure 3. Clearly, the statistical variation in cloud optical thicknesses within 
large cells can not be neglected for purposes of determining the probability of rare, optically thick 
(tau > 100) clouds. 
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Figure 1 Total global time-averaged differential fractional cloud coverage versus cloud optical 
thickness (water path). The solid line assumes a gaussian distribution in tau values. The dotted 
line assumes a uniform cloud cover with zero standard deviation in tau. 
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Figure 2 Total global time-averaged I-integral fractional cloud coverage versus cloud optical 
thickness (water path). The solid line assumes a gaussian distribution in tau values. The dotted 
line assumes a uniform cloud cover with zero standard deviation in tau. 
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Figure 3 Total global time-averaged J-integral fractional cloud coverage versus cloud optical 
thickness (water path). The solid line assumes a gaussian distribution in tau values. The dotted 
line assumes a uniform cloud cover with zero standard deviation in tau. 
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4 Summary 
The cloud coverage distributions for water path cloud optical thicknesses are presented 

graphically in Figure 4 through Figure 19 in Sec. 4.1. The same plots showing cloud coverage dis- 
tributions versus albedo cloud optical thicknesses are presented in Figure 21 through Figure 36 in 
Sec. 4.2. All data in Figure 1 through Figure 36 have been time-averaged over the years 1990, 
199 1,1992, and 1993. All of the plots in Figure 4 through Figure 18 and Figure 2 1 through Figure 
35 include the effects of statistical variation in cloud optical thicknesses as determined by Eqs. (2) 
- (11) in Sec. 3. 

In addition the time-averaged fractional cloud coverage is characterized in terms of various 
geographic regions. The regions chosen are: global earth, global sea, global land, global coast, 
and the six 30° -latitude bands over only sea, only land, and only coast with longitude 0" - 360". 
The cloud statistics over these geographic regions are characterized in terms of the time-averaged 
fractional cloud coverages Fregion(7J , Iregion(z) , and Jregion(7) , which are defined in Secs. 
3.2 and 3.3. 

Plots of the differential cloud coverage in Figure 4 and Figure 21 show that the most proba- 
ble cloud optical thickness on a global scale over sea, land or coast is approximately 2. In the case 
of the Jregion(7) -plots in Sec. 4.1 and 4.2, several arbitrary data points (*) denoted by the corre- 
sponding values of cloud optical thickness (COT), one-dimensional cloud transmission (CT) as 
determined from diffusion theory, and Jregion(7) (JI) are enumerated. Comparison of the numer- 
ical Jregion(7) values for cloud albedo data (Sec. 4.2) indicate that they are typically greater than 
the corresponding cloud water path data by factors of approximately 2; however, the overall 
trends for the two data sets are reasonably consistent. 

Finally, we note that there is no significant statistical difference in the cloud optical thick- 
nesses as specified by the mean tau for cloudy pixels (byte number 92) and mean tau for IR 
cloudy pixels (byte number 93) assuming uniform cloud cover (tau sigma defaulted to zero). This 
is demonstrated in Figure 19 and Figure 36. 

This information (in conjunction with other information) is useful for assessing the statisti- 
cal capabilities of satellite-based optical sensors with regard to imaging [12] and detecting optical 
signals beneath clouds (61. 
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4.1 Water Path Cloud Optical Thickness Distributions 
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Figure 4 Global time-averaged differential fractional cloud coverage versus cloud optical 
thickness (water path) over sea (solid line), land (dashed), and coast (dash-dots). 
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Figure 5 
thickness (water path) over sea (solid line), land (dashed), and coast (dash-dots). 
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Figure 6 
thickness (water path) over sea (solid line), land (dashed), and coast (dash-dots). 
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Figure 7 Time-averaged I-integral fractional cloud coverage for latitudes -90" to -60" versus 
cloud optical thickness (water path) over sea (solid line), land (dashed), and coast (dash-dots). 
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Figure 8 Time-averaged J-integral fractional cloud coverage for latitudes -90" to -60" versus 
cloud optical thickness (water path) over sea (solid line), land (dashed), and coast (dash-dots). 
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Figure 10 Time-averaged J-integral fractional cloud coverage for latitudes -60" to -30" 
versus cloud optical thickness (water path) over sea (solid line), land (dashed), and coast (dash- 
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Figure 11 Time-averaged I-integral fractional cloud coverage for latitudes -30" to 0" versus 
cloud optical thickness (water path) over sea (solid line), land (dashed), and coast (dash-dots). 
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Figure 12 Time-averaged J-integral fractional cloud coverage for latitudes -30" to 0" versus 
cloud optical thickness (water path) over sea (solid line), land (dashed), and coast (dash-dots). 
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Figure 13 Time-averaged I-integral fractional cloud coverage for latitudes 0" to 30" versus 
cloud optical thickness (water path) over sea (solid line), land (dashed), and coast (dash-dots). 
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Figure 14 Time-averaged J-integral fractional cloud coverage for latitudes 0" to 30" versus 
cloud optical thickness (water path) over sea (solid line), land (dashed), and coast (dash-dots). 
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Figure 15 Time-averaged I-integral fractional cloud coverage for latitudes 30" to 60" versus 
cloud optical thickness (water path) over sea (solid line), land (dashed), and coast (dash-dots). 
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Figure 16 Time-averaged J-integral fractional cloud coverage for latitudes 30" to 60" versus 
cloud optical thickness (water path) over sea (solid line), land (dashed), and coast (dash-dots). 
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tau  w p  IR: latitude 60 to  90 deg 
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Figure 17 Time-averaged I-integral fractional cloud coverage for latitudes 60" to 90" versus 
cloud optical thickness (water path) over sea (solid line), land (dashed), and coast (dash-dots). 
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Figure 18 Time-averaged J-integral fractional cloud coverage for latitudes 60" to 90" versus 
cloud optical thickness (water path) over sea (solid line), land (dashed), and coast (dash-dots). 
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Figure 19 Total global time-averaged differential fractional cloud coverage versus cloud opticd 
thickness (water path). The dashed line corresponds to the mean tau for IR cloudy pixels and the 
dash-dot-dot-dot line corresponds to the mean tau for cloudy pixels (Table 1). The origin of the 
systematic wiggles is discussed in Sec. 3.1. 
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4.2 Albedo Cloud Optical Thickness Distribution 
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Figure 20 Total global time-averaged differential fractional cloud coverage versus cloud 
optical thickness (albedo). The solid line assumes a gaussian distribution in tau values. The 
dotted line assumes a uniform cloud cover with zero standard deviation in tau. 
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Figure 2 1 Global time-averaged differential fractional cloud coverage versus cloud optical 
thickness (water path) over sea (solid line), land (dashed), and coast (dash-dots). 
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Figure 22 Global time-averaged I-integral fractional cloud coverage versus cloud optical 
thickness (albedo). 

Figure 23 Global time-averaged J-integral fractional cloud coverage versus cloud optical 
thickness (albedo). 
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Figure 24 Time-averaged I-integral fractional cloud coverage for latitudes -90" to -60" versus 
cloud optical thickness (albedo) over sea (solid line), land (dashed), and coast (dash-dots). 
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Figure 25 Time-averaged J-integral fractional cloud coverage for latitudes -90" to -60" 
versus cloud optical thickness (albedo) over sea (solid line), land (dashed), and coast (dash- 
dots). 
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Figure 26 Time-averaged I-integral fractional cloud coverage for latitudes -60" to -30" 
versus cloud optical thickness (albedo) over sea (solid line), land (dashed), and coast (dash- 
dots). 
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Figure 27 Time-averaged J-integral fractional cloud coverage for latitudes -60" to -30" 
versus cloud optical thickness (water path) over sea (solid line), land (dashed), and coast (dash- 
dots). 
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Figure 29 Time-averaged J-integral fractional cloud coverage for latitudes -30" to 0" versus 
cloud optical thickness (water path) over sea (solid line), land (dashed), and coast (dash-dots). 
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Figure 30 Time-averaged I-integral fractional cloud coverage for latitudes 0" to 30" versus 
cloud optical thickness (water path) over sea (solid line), land (dashed), and coast (dash-dots). 
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Figure 31 Time-averaged J-integral fractional cloud coverage for latitudes 0" to 30" versus 
cloud optical thickness (water path) over sea (solid line), land (dashed), and coast (dash-dots). 
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Figure 32 Time-averaged I-integral fractional cloud coverage for latitudes 30" to 60" versus 
cloud optical thickness (water path) over sea (solid line), land (dashed), and coast (dash-dots). 
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Figure 33 Time-averaged J-integral fractional cloud coverage for latitudes 30' to 60" versus 
cloud optical thickness (water path) over sea (solid line), land (dashed), and coast (dash-dots). 
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Figure 34 Time-averaged I-integral fractional cloud coverage for latitudes 60" to 90" versus 
cloud optical thickness (water path) over sea (solid line), land (dashed), and coast (dash-dots). 
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Figure 35 Time-averaged I-integral fractional cloud coverage for latitudes 60" to 90" versus 
cloud optical thickness (water path) over sea (solid line), land (dashed), and coast (dash-dots). 
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Figure 36 Total global time-averaged differential fractional cloud coverage versus cloud optical 
thickness (albedo). The dashed line corresponds to the mean tau for IR cloudy pixels and the 
dash-dot-dot-dot line corresponds to the mean tau for cloudy pixels (Table 1). The origin of the 
systematic wiggles is discussed in Sec. 3.1. 
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